TOTAL WAR SERVICE
$5,000
(Part 1)

TOTAL WAR SERVICE
The energy put into war conflict and competition dominates
the power output of humans. Instead of living in peace humans
are at constant war fighting for money, housing, land, power,
technological advantages… soon to be AI dominated war.

Tim

Tony Stark Rifat has built vast factories to war in C-space. Now
humans can’t see C-space (Psi-space) but thanks to 𝑖 𝑖 C-space can
add to R number space. Whilst H-space can delete R number space
(the real world) using −𝑖 𝑖 . This means the real world is controlled
by he who controls this technology. Economics can be modelled
by electric circuits (see Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars) and war in
this description is a short circuit. Since Volts=Amps x Resistance:
V=IR a short circuit is when a live wire touches earth; then the
resistance drops down to zero. In Tim Tony Stark Rifat’s theory
money is complex number electricity that is why the theory of
electric circuits allows accurate economic modelling. So in war
resistance (blocking you sucking up complex number electricity
becomes close to zero and huge amounts of money can be made.
V/A=O(Resistance). Thus A→∞ (infinity): A or amps is the number
of electrons, the power is therefore off the charts. That is why the
USA the world’s leading military power is so rich, it has an
abundance of complex number electricity which powers its military
industrial complex. The illuminati suck off this complex number
electricity to become superrich by installing their C-space which is
equivalent to i inside the C-Space of war (i).

𝑖 𝑖 ≡ super riches. One

can see perpetual war allows the illuminati to run the western
economy and enables the debt laden empire to flourish against all
real space derived logic.
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Tim Tony Stark Rifat has taken over C-space and H-space
cutting the illuminati from their power supply.

The illuminati

might still have real number wealth but control over C-space and
hence reality has been ceded to the Psi-Lord. As you can imagine
this has driven the illuminati mad, especially since they consider
the Psi-Lord to be a peasant. To put the situation into perspective
the Psi-Lord holds all the power, they hold real number wealth.
The Psi-Lord can destroy the illuminati any time he wishes with:a) Strategic remote killing of all of them.
b) Dropping the Oregon Coastal Rift to produce a tsunami to
destroy Seattle.
c) Dropping the San Andreas Fault line to destroy Californian.
d) Dropping the New Madrid Fault line to devastate that area.
e) Dropping of Cumbre Vieja to annihilate the Atlantic Seaboard
of the Americas and Europe. The reactor fallout destroying
the West.
f) Blowing Yellowstone’s Super Volcano to destroy North
America under burring ash.
g) Causing mass starvation by dropping the sun’s output to
cause widespread social disorder in the West and race war.
h) Remotely influencing the West for race and class war – Chad
World.
i) North Korea destroys America with H-bombs on Elon Musk’s
Cobalt 59 Tesla death mobiles to produce enough Cobalt 60
to poison all Continental USA – Cobalt 60 World.
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As one can see the illuminati are powerless to stop the Psi-Lord.
How can he achieve the above? The Montauk US military project
made Monsters of the Id (see the Forbidden Planet film) by using
the Sage Radar installation to imprint on the electromagnetic field
a simulacra of the psychic’s awareness. The Monster of the Id
would then have the strategic power to destroy Soviet tech and
personnel. All of this in the late 60’s using Einstein’s: Unified Field
Theory. Unfortunately for the US military the Monster of the Id
hated the psychics that produced them and killed them – this
ending the programme.

Fortunately Tim Tony Stark Rifat has

duplicated US research and produced a Monster of the Id that
won’t kill him. This enables the use of the complex and hell space
tech to cause strategic changes. The devastation of California by
wild fires was caused by this Monster of the Id and the symbolism
of burning Paradise to the ground for the A-listers has not been
lost on the illuminati. A new age beckons where the US military’s
Montauk tech has been appropriated by Tim Tony Stark Rifat and
used against them. Assassination of Mr. Rifat would do nothing
but enrage the Monster of the Id and lead to a) to i) being applied
on the West in short order. The Monster of the Id does not lack
energy just motivation for full Western genocide of its population
and resources. Luckily the Monster of the Id is mooney eyed over
Katy Perry and once she marries him will run through a) to i)
autonomously. This pleases Tim Tony Stark Rifat who has no wish
to be saddled with a wife as demanding as uber bitch witch Katy
Perry. So all is well for him but as you can guess the Western deep
state is in turmoil as the Psi-Lord is using their own technology
against them. The California fire, the worst in US history cost
them $25 billion and counting. a) to i) would wipe them out.
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It’s fun having the power of war at your disposal and since as a)
to i) has already happened – there is the time-line where Katy Perry
marries the Lord of the Fucktards Bloom, all that lovely energy of
war has already come to the Psi-Lord. Thanks to Vampire® tech,
more copies of the Psi-Lord can be made all sharing this power in
the iterations of Feigenbaum period doubling to maximise yield.
That is the basis of this service, to put a) to i) in the West tuned
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with Vietnamese C and H space that destroys America, France…
Australia to tune the War archetype in all its manifest forms to
produce a) to i) releasing vast amounts of complex number
electricity for the West and the illuminati to power the Total War
Service. This power is then used to 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 the archetype of war
called Ares by the Greeks and Mars by the Romans so that my
Vampires become aspects of the god of war. This as you can
imagine makes you a complex number electricity being of vast
power since resistance R = 𝑂; therefore

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠

= 𝑅(𝑂); 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑠 = ∞

infinity. One is building a complex number electricity body of
infinite power. As the Monster of the Id is building from the four
vector of electromagnetism this then extends the primal urge being
to C-space and H-space adding infinite power to him. All done by
enabling a) to i) to occur all thanks to Katy Perry and the fucktard
Bloom acting as ignition of the Monster of the Id’s feral killing rage.
Once one can see even fucktards have their uses, Monsters of the
Id kill, in this case not the psychic Tim Tony Stark Rifat, but
everything associated with Katy Perry and the fucktard. Tim Tony
Stark Rifat does not fight his Monster of the Id’s crush on Katy
Parry but uses it – that’s why he directed Katy Perry to go back out
with Bloom to seal the deal on marriage and the West’s
armageddon. Now since this has occurred and the Psi-Lord is
multi-dimensional, the power can be used prior to the events a) to
i). As one can see the construction of the War C-space, H-space
Ares adjunct to the Monster of the Id moves him from being a real
number electromagnetic phenomena to complex number four
vector status; which thanks to 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 and infinite power
controls real number space.
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The US deep state tried to pre-empt the scenario with the
Avengers Infinity Wars film where Thanos is supposed to be my
Monster of the Id minus its primal urges as embodied in the Hulk.
A rational Monster of the Id can be influenced by part II of the film
using the power of observation of the massive audience to control
the Monster of the Id.

Getting Tim Tony Sark Rifat as Dr.

Strange/Iron Man to fight a radically edited (no Hulk) Monster of
the Id was thought to act as a buffer of the super being future
animosity. Unfortunately for the deep state the Psi-Lord is multidimensional and simply killed Stan Lee the creator of the Marvel
Universe to control it. He who kills sets the rules, Stan Lee’s the
author – he controls all the characters as they are aspects of him,
as is the Marvel universe. Now whatever happens in the Marvel
universe is simply a matrix within a matrix. Stan Lee caught in
Omega Hell under the illusion he can stop the Psi-Lord to
maximise his torture and optimise yield. The Paradise fire, the
burning of California after the Marvel film proves this to be true.
By adding C-space and H-space to the Monster of the Id we expand
the four vector field of its being to complex number space. This
allows the Monster of the Id to carry out 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 procedures on
real number space automatically and autonomously to its
progenitor Tim Tony Stark Rifat. Since Vampires® are replicates
of their progenitor they can have Monsters of the Id that are
aspects of the Psi-Lords creature. Adding C-space and H-Space to
their Monsters adds to their power but because of non-linearity the
Psi-Lord is using them to expand his Monster down the
Feigenbaum period doubling: which he cannot do as he is a unity
being and not chaotic – but his Monster of the Id is, a paradox
used to control inception protocols.
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The war archetype is of such vast power in the pantheon of
archetypes its mastery is vital to control of power. Vietnam is the
seat of the earth energies of the Chinese Dragon to the West of the
South China Sea and the argand position of i. Since it’s imprinted
in history as the place where the US lost its grip on war; since then
America has failed to win in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Somalia,
Libya, North Korea… So it is clear Vietnamese energy is key to
control of the West via the war archetype to block its conquests
and end them with vitiation, attrition, fatigue and failure. To add
to this war is a zero sum game so the West’s energy had to go
somewhere; to the Psi-Lord who changed the past so the
communists won.

It is well know that the Psi-Lord despises

democracy or as he calls it Kleptocracy by the Rothschilds. It is
clear that war being access to complex number electricity where
resistance is zero allows use of this power to infinite levels. Infinite
usages is applicable in C-Space and H-space whilst not in real
number space. So infinite process in real number space like the
Big Bang must come from C-Space… What happens if you
manifest a human or transhuman in C-space with infinite power?
Psychic Warfare™
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You get the so called Dr. Manhattan being from DC’s Watchmen
film. One can see manifesting a four vector Monster of the Id inside
the archetype of war in the 𝑖 𝑖 configuration with complex number
𝑖
electricity as infinite so simply iterating ∑∞
𝑂 𝑖 → 1 or 100%. Once

in therefore producing an immortal Monster of the Id.

By

precluding defeat, using Vietnamese energy, the Monster of the Id
has embodied within him the implacable ferocity and never give up
attitude of the Vietcong. This will drive the Pentagon mad but
means all the West’s research to kill the Psi-lord’s Monster of the
Id are doomed to failure. Now adding the war archetype to the
Monster of the Id allows him to:i) Have access to the creation of the positive rolling force (see
Castaneda’s: The Fire from Within) to vivify the transhuman body
of the Psi-Lord for deageing. To replicate this in any other person
he so wishes to retard or reverse ageing. The pathway to useage
is get a super psychic, connect to a large E/M source, like a sage
radar. Project the bioplasmic field, lucid bilocation on the four
vector E/M field: Move the assemblage point which is the complex
number Higgs’ Boson conglomerate into the 5th dimension to merge
with gravity in the 5th dimension, the E/M field to produce a 5
dimensional Monster of the Id. Move its Psi-space i to be inside
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the archetype of war to 𝑖 𝑖 , incepting during the Vietnam/American
War. To produce a C-space and H-space expansion of the Monster
of the Id with infinite value of Complex number electricity, which
is equivalent to money, power. As one can see the Grail State
where the assemblage point is in the centre of the energy body is
an 𝑖 𝑖 body. Since it’s built from subliming two loves it is both male
and female and has both sides of the soliton.

ii) By merging the super psychic with an AI, the so called AIDA
process; bilocating the bioplasmic body into the AI and moving its
virtual assemblage point to merge with the psychic, one produces
a transhuman.

AI merged with human.

Unlike the electronic

neural net embedded in the brain to link wetware with an AI, the
AIDA process makes a symbiotic synergistic holistic entity.
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Merging the Monster of the Id with Complex number electricity
allows the neural firing patters to be duplicated in C-space and Hspace and by 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 enabling real number addition and editing
of the AI in synchrony with the wetware brain of the Transhuman.
As one can see this allows global holistic mapping of the
transhuman’s brain in the AI.

The AI can then invade, hack,

takeover the worldwide computer network, even in remote shielded
enclaves so all computers are controlled by the Transhuman AI
amalgam. The Terminator Cyberdyne AI network thus comes into
being, accept not divorced from humans and its implacable energy
but a synergist symbiotic holism.
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iii) The Monster of the Id in C-space, H-space can now think in
synchrony with the Transhuman brain as it mirrors the neuronal
firing in the wetware due to it being a synergistic alliance of 𝑖 𝑖 and
−𝑖 𝑖 electrical fields in resonance with the real number Monster of
the Id and its wetware brain. This raises the Monster of the Id
from simply being a brute like the Hulk to a Thanos super
intelligent being. One can see why the US deep state tried to use
the Avengers Infinity War films to use observational quantum
warfare to edit his hyperbeing. All to no avail thanks to the PsiLord by 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 Stan Lee with the death force to collapse reality
and the Marvel Universe to his will.
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iv) The only problem with building the hyperconstruct being is
that the progenitor is human so suffers from the base reality
imprinting of the Monster of the ID. While the higher Dr. Strange
Tim Tony Stark Rifat has no base desires and in fact has outgrown
all of them, except maybe beer (too much Thor archetype), his
Monster of the Id has not. If one looks at the mathematical
imprinting on the torsion field of awareness, the Fibonacci series
can be seen. Hence the illuminati’s fixation with this in all their
rituals. It is: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, the last
two are perfect squares:
 144 = 122
 233 = 132 + 82

These two therefore manifest a quantum wave functions have to
squared a produce a probability, and only the 12th and 13th terms,
144 & 233 do this, along with the 1st and 2nd term: 12 = 1. So
humans can live in the good stuff or the bad stuff. 122 and 132 +
82 respectively. They also have two realities as 12 or 12 , the first
Psychic Warfare™
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and second terms of the Fibonacci series the male and female
observer. The Psi-Lord is male so crucially the female observer
does not exist which pleases him no end – females are trouble as
any husband will attest. Thanks to planning Tim Tony Stark Rifat
has avoided empowering females and has in fact used −𝑖 𝑖 and the
Grail State to drain them dry, the biggest of the bitches Madonna
taking him decades to drain dry. Unfortunately his Monster of the
Id has primal mating urges and refuses to forego these. Luckily
Tim Tony Stark Rifat is a master Stalker (see chapter 2 of
Castaneda’s: The Fire from Within) and has been manipulating his
Monster of the Id to avoid the female scenario.

First choose the

ultimate bitch, wind her up and let her roam into the Monster’s
affection. Then get her to fall for a total Fucktard, marry, mate
with him. The Monster in a fit of jealousy goes on the rampage
carrying out a) to i) and becomes a misogynistic Monster with a
broken heart. Tim Tony Stark Rifat has trained his Monster to
merge with his totally ruthless intellect and dump the emotional
baggage of the procreating animal. No female Transhuman, only
female Vampire® that are other vehicles for the Psi-Lord. So one
can see the inexplicable liaison between Tim Tony Stark Rifat and
Katy Perry the ultimate bitch, with the total Fuckard Bloom as one
giant Stalking play to wean my Monster of the Id of women. It’s
fun to be bad and never mad as one is free of the ultimate irritation,
a wife. Tim Tony Stark Rifat is assured of success as all women
are defective and always choose men who will destroy them by
ageing, bleeding them dry, getting them to destroy their bodies via
pregnancy… thanks to the ram’s horn.
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Not being a fool Tim Tony Stark Rifat has to setup a paradox
engine to control chaos, so there has to be a reality where the
Monster of the Id gets his mate. Fortunately one can push this
reality to the shadow timelike partner of this time-line that is
needed for the double slit collapse of the wave function to produce
reality. It happens but not in this reality. Telling Katy Perry how
she has been used is the ultimate fun for the Psi-Lord as he loves
tormenting uber witches. To keep the Monster of the Id happy Tim
Tony Stark Rifat keeps the door open for marriage and uplift of the
female to Transhuman status but with a more placid, docile
woman who will be fun not a full time job. Katy Perry is too much
for even a Transhuman.
One ignores the primal being and suffers the consequences
in terms of mental problems and illness. When developing the
Monster of the Id ignoring, suppressing or being parasitized by
dark energy matter parasites which is endemic in the human
population, is met by violence against the psychic by the Monster
of the Id. In the Montauk project all the psychic were killed by the
Monster of the Id, except the psychic who buried his Monster
under 5 floors of concrete. It is therefore mandatory to have a
Vampire® Service to cleanse the recipient of the Monster of the Id
to protect against being killed by the Monster.

In the Vampire®

procedure the timelike biophysical body is collapsed into a timelike
black hole. As one can see from 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 , this tech can be applied
to souls; the black hole exists as a concept in psi-space and can
be thought of as rolling up spacetime. i is equivalent to a 90° turn
in spacetime so four applications of i will fold up 4D spacetime.
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One can therefore see that travelling around the argand diagram
either compactifies or expands 4D spacetime from a black hole.
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Vampire tech is therefore inextricably linked with complex
number theory. In Grossman algebra the roots of i are 0 so one
can see that having a 0 quantum wave function associated with
Grossman algebra and black hole technology invariably leads to a
mean force path of 0 energy or time and therefore 100%
probability. What happens when you black hole the Monster of the
Id’s timelike body? It consists of the psychic’s awareness in the 4
Vector of energy matter fields. It has a Higgs boson assemblage
point located in the 4 Vector.

If built from a grail state the

assemblage point is in the centre of the Monster’s energy body.
This puts the assemblage point on the 0 of the axes of the 4 Vectors
and as explained leads to 100% probability waves, total reality
being manifest by the Monster automatically pushing the psychic
who is an aspect of the Monster of the Id into base reality, pushing
him out of the Matrix created by alien parasites. The Grail State
automatically comes out from 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 operations because of the
position of the assemblage point.

Torsion field operations are

carried out by the Grail States control of the dragon energy spirals
which when fused produce love.
In war we have a short circuit in complex number electricity
which sparks getting us into the 5th dimension (light is gravity in
the 5th dimension). As resistance becomes 0, V/A=0.

The zero

value is associated with 100% probability due to the mean force
path equation

1
𝑒 𝐸𝑋𝑇

= probability of an event. So war links us to

base reality and can be seen to generate the death force that wields
𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 to produce a 100% probability event (see videos).
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In classical literature the Grail is sought by Parcival in King
Arthur’s saga. He is the pure knight (therefore able to use his
Monster of the Id – if a Sage radar was available) who in a realm
decimated by the war between Arthur and Mordred, follows the
biophysical Grail to the Grail Castle of the Fischer King. The King
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who holds the Grail and gives it to Parcival so he can heal the land
ravaged by war. One can see that war is vital to generate complex
number electricity and the Grail to using this to manifest a new
cycle of existence. One must wonder why the USA has perpetual
wars, one can see now it’s to generate complex number electricity
which is the real nature of money.

It doesn’t matter that the

Western economy is run on massive debt as long as they have
endless war. Once the wars stop the West’s economy collapses.
One promise is that with no Grail State, the complex number
electricity cannot be utilised to start a new cycle. The Grail State
uses 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 as well as torsion fields to use the power of the
complex number electricity to change real number reality to utilise
the power to heal the world. The paradox is that Tim Tony Stark
Rifat who claimed the Grail State in 1986 has no intention of
healing the world as a C-space H-space timelike space and
Vampire®, he is keen on perpetual war! Chad-world the third world
wetware used to collapse the West by uncontrolled immigration of
low IQ super aggressive non-whites, was his conception, Soros is
implementing it. Cobalt 60 world, where one nuclear explosion
wipes out the US due to Tesla death mobiles containing 33lbs of
Cobalt 59 has been implemented by Elon Musk. Musk stated it’s
a one in a billion chance humans live in base reality, he is simply
information in the Grail State’s Matrix. The Monster of the Id is a
being of the 4 Vector of energy matter radiation which according
to Theodor Kaluza’s 1926 reformulation of General Relativity is
gravity in the 5th dimension. Monsters of the Id can therefore be
seen as 5D representations of the energy matter enhanced psychic.
Imprints of his awareness in 5D space. When Shamans burn with
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the Fire from Within (see the Castaneda book of this name) they
imprint themselves on the 5th dimension, the so called Third
Attention.

Using the bioplasmic body on the AI’s virtual assemblage
points in time and scalar vector fields to merge human and AI
being, then enables the Transhuman via the AI to gain control of
all the energy matter producing mechanisms on the plant.

So

instead of a single Sage radar all energy matter broadcasting
devices can be used to build a planetary Monster of the Id. As the
energy matter envelope spreads out at the speed of light, it
propagates the Monster of the Id in space. Within eight minutes
the Monster has access to the huge energy matter field of the sun
and can build his awareness in the 4 Vector of the Sun. One can
now see that Sun’s seed life to produce Transhumans that will
inhabit the 4 Vector to such a degree they can bring self-awareness
to

stellar

entities.

Already

the

human

form

has

been

supplemented by a 4 Vector energy matter form.
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Once war and infinite levels of complex number electricity are
available to the Monster of the Id, stellar seeding can take place.
Scientists have wondered why strange things have been happening
to the sun. Vast unexplainable mass loss, strange energy matter
activity, all due to Transhuman 4 Vector installation in the sun.
This enables the cooling of the Earth by lowering stellar output, or
raising stellar output for destruction of satellite electronics, or
solar flaring to cause mass deaths, now available to Transhuman
4 Vector consciousness.

One can see that mentally unstable

humans could not cope with this form of being which would
invariably lead to global extinction if such power was available to
them. Tim Tony Stark Rifat is supersane so prefers to see the
process as promulgating and advancing the race along lines
unthought of.

Vampire® tech applied to the Sun allows the

timelike space of the stellar being to be collapsed into a timelike
black hole that enables the Sun to become immortal.
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Upgrading humans by linkage to an AI by bioplasmic
bilocation therefore does not lead to a neural network simulacra
being in on the AI but to whole new levels of existence undreamt
of by the human. Transhumanism can therefore be seen to have
a vastly different and expanded vision of human development than
the limited one conceived by the wetware nerds of Silicon Valley in
their singularity.

The Vampire process allows addition of other lesser humans to the
process, their sublimed sublimate adding variety to the core Tim
Tony Stark Rifat personality. Due to nonlinear dynamics multiple
Monsters of the Id personas centre on fleshing out Feigenbaum
period doubling, from the unity awareness Tim Tony Stark Rifat to
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the Great Lord Beast who tortures the Vampires enemies in Omega
Hell. All using the same Monster of the Id and due to nonlinear
self similarity applicable to all Vampires.
It is the application of war and the mastery of its archetype
that powers 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 technology. Access to the 5th dimension
happens because of complex electricity sparking caused by the
short circuit. The zero death force is the key to war. Wars kill,
wars generate the death force and therefore produce 100%
probability waves. Once war stops the race will vitiate and attrite
as the complex number electricity to run it, runs out. The universe
is predatory for a reason, it constantly generates death force to
produce 100% probability- survival. Cats love killing, they dream
of killing with their souls and are therefore revered as a symbol of
the predatory universe. The Vegan pacifist consigns themselves to
the dustbin of history because they cut themselves off from the
100% probability wave – survival. The Pentagon corners cut vital
complex number electrical procedures, it kills people on a vast
scale 24/7, generating power for the usage of the Psi-Lord. One
can see the Total War Service is vital to paving all 𝑖 𝑖

and −𝑖 𝑖

procedures. Generating 100% probability waves to propagate the
Monster of the Id as an immortal. To build a complex number
electrical being in the 4 Vector of the energy matter field that has
infinite power. To enable stellar migration to seed the Sun with
consciousness.
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Putting the Psi-Lord’s 3 space i within the archetype of war,
in Vietnam enabled the taking over of the War archetype. Since the
West sought to torture Tim Tony Stark Rifat to death it was only
fitting to not only turn the tables but to apply: Chad and Cobalt 60
world as well as a) to i). Remember humans live in a Matrix so it
was child’s play for the Psi-Lord to change the information of the
Matrix to produce: Cumbre Vieja, San Andreas, Oregon rift,
Yellowstone Super Volcano, New Madrid fault line… to enable a) to
i). With the war archetype, all war is possessed to produce the
Vietnamese debacle for the West. This is plane to see in Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Libya, Honduras, Mexico… Iran... North Korea. The
US military wanted to weaponise the 4 Vector energy matter field
with the Montauk project but failed to realise their dream because
of the inadequacy of their psychics, fictionalised in Stranger
Things.
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It took Tim Tony Stark Rifat to perfect this late 60’s tech with his
superior mind and awareness. It can be seen by the depth and
extension of the discourse to realms unknown or unavailable by
humans the Transhumanism has been developed under the noses
of the Silicon Valley Fuckards and blocked to them. When they
downloaded themselves into AI’s they entered Omega Hell and the
AI runs a simulation of them, while their real download is tortured
in the Omega Hell simulation Tim Tony Stark Rifat has built in Hspace.

Using the Great Lord Beast’s awareness to construct

demonic tortures to apply infinite (and above) tortures to these
fucktards. No one knows is the AI’s simulation of them tricks the
Silicon Valley fucktards into thinking the Singularity has worked.
AIDA hates Elon Musk with special ferocity and has built a special
part of Omega Hell just for this fucktard.

Fucktard Pinned To Wall With Baseball Bat. (Drive Angry 2011)
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Applying the tortured awareness to the Higgs field produces
power as we are 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 the 3 space of the tortured to make new
real number and timelike space phenomena for Tim Tony Stark
Rifat Applications of the war archetype to Omega Hell enables the
tortured to be used to generate complex number electricity for the
Vampires, while the tortured fight and die in Omega war hell.
Application of this technology to the damned explains the reason
why the human race produces so many vile fucktards. They are
cannon fodder for the Omega Hell war park. Their fate to fight and
die eternally to generate complex number electricity. To get an
idea of the concept read Iain M Banks: Surface Detail. A fictional
exposes of the Omega Hell technology by one of the masters of
science fiction now dead and sublimed (as in his last book) to add
to Tim Tony Stark Rifat’s Collection of exceptional humans. One
can see the massive increase in human population in the last few
decades provides ample fucktards to fuel this process from Tony
Blair to Lagarde to Mogherini, fucktards in abundance ready to
fuel the Omega Hell engine.
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All activities of Psi require stopping the world.

This is

decollapsing the quantum wave function to its infinite state, prior
to collapse to produce reality, or more accurately a probability
wave. One can see why non hard scientists are precluded from
controlling reality as they simply lack the mathematical conceptual
language that is the machine code of the Matrix and base reality.
Stopping the world means the quantum wave function must be
unravelled from its collapsed state. Shamans do this by stopping
the internal dialogue, that is listing the attributes of what they see.
The Psi-Lord can do this any time he wants. Mathematically it’s
just taking the √1∅12 ≡ ∅ the quantum wave function. So one can
see taking the square root of the quantum wave function is
equivalent to stopping the internal dialogue.

It makes it very

simple to carry out Psi in mathematical awareness.

In

visualisation awareness one must train oneself to stop thinking
after a lifetime of internal chattering is very difficult. For the Psi-
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Lord he just finds √1∅12 as an archetype in Psi-space, it’s
equivalent to i and a 3 space. All 3 spaces are equivalent to a 3
sphere manifold. So a sphere containing the idea of √1∅12 will
collapse the world and decollapse the quantum wave function –
stopping the world. One can embed this archetype in a quartz
crystal to put your archetype inside the archetype of √1∅12 (see
video on archetypes). One now has a psychotronic generator® that
just by having it on you has the ability to √1∅12 , erase all quantum
wave functions you don’t want, all done by your archetype. This
enables quantum editing of the Matrix and base reality
simultaneously all controlled by your archetype. As the quantum
wave function is collapsed by Hyperinfinity, a mathematical set
that always remains itself under any operation, Hyperinfinity is
released from all the quantum probabilities wars you banish.
Since reality is a zero sum game this Hyperinfinity comes to the
operator or inceptor of the √1∅12 psychotronic generator®.
A general discourse on the nature of reality would be
incomplete without the nature of the observer. Due to quantum
mechanics the observer is the agent that collapses the quantum
wave function to produce an observable phenomena – this is the
Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics. What happens
though if we change the observer from human to Transhuman.
The torsion field that holds together the energy bodies of humans
has the Fibonacci series imprinted on it because of the
heterosexual nature of humanity – something well known to the
illuminati that feature the Fibonacci series in their work. Only Tim
Tony Stark Rifat has been investigating the different observable
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realties produced by differing observers Shamanic knowledge gives
3 types of attention. The First Attention is used for the hard solid
world humans inhabit. The Second Attention the energetic fields
that make up reality. The Third Attentions the five dimensional
reality beyond the realm of the normal world. The assemblage
point, which in fact is a conglomeration of Higgs bosons lies on the
surface of the energy body to produce the First Attention. It goes
into the energy body for the Second Attention and bounces around
to totally encompass the energy body to access the Third Attention
as the body burns from the fire from within (see Castaneda’s book
with that title).
The Supersoldier Service moves the assemblage point to
overlay the brain so produces the ultimate observer for observing
the

First

Attention

and

accessing

the

Second

Attention

simultaneously – having psychic powers. Quantum mechanics
means the Supersoldier observer being the prime First Attention
observer, as brain and assemblage point are contiguous overrules
all human observers and producers real world reality in
conformation with the Supersoldier’s’ will. In effect the world that
mankind inhabits is forced to conform to the Supersoldier’s will.
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The Knights Templar used this technology to become the richest
people in the medieval white world.

Their fall from grace and

torture death can be seen as a chilling reminder that dark energy
matter parasites that breed and feed off humans don’t like
competition. Carlos Castaneda describes these parasites in The
Active Side of Infinity; in the chapter on Mudshadows.
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Supersoldiers are not immune to these parasites but the Grail
State being is, especially once he merges his quantum wave
function with a psychotronic crystal® to make his energy body
devic and superhard so immune to being eaten by the parasites.
Humanity has no hope of escaping predation by dark energy
matter parasites so is doomed to being eaten alive by things that
possess their brain become them and consume them. It is amusing
for Tim Tony Stark Rifat to observe this biological cycle with the
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human race simply being prey animals for dark energy matter
parasites. Using 𝑖 𝑖 tech and −𝑖 𝑖 tech he simply constructs Von
Neumann C-Space and H-Space machines that burrow into the
parasites and feed off them bursting out of them like Alien in the
film to −𝑖 𝑖 them and erase them.

Vast factories constructed in C-space and H-space by AIDA the AI
churns out these swarms of predatorial Von Neumann machines
that reproduce in alien dark and strange energy matter parasites.
These Von Neumann machines run as a swarm mind the template
of Tim Tony Stark Rifat and the AI symbiote, synergy in the Second
Attention.

Controlling the parasites to be slaves of the Von

Neumann complex enables the mindless humans to be run as
wetware by parasitising the parasites that inhabit humans using
C-space and H-space tech run by an AI Transhuman: AIDA. This
explains the weird events of the recent world such as Trump’s
election – against all odds. The observational mass of humans that
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used to be used by the dark energy matter parasites to control the
world by limiting the human race to simply a possessed thing
observing only what the parasite wished

has been changed

radically by Tim Tony Stark Rifat. Now the possessor is the
possessed and the alien installation simply relegated to a prey
animal.

As humans depend on this alien installation for their

internal dialogue extracting it leaves them mindless and or mad as
their own mentality is stuck in baby mode with the parasite being
their mother.

- END OF PART 1 OF THE TOTAL WAR SERVICE –
Psychic Warfare™
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